INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Among the various types of lesions that daily threaten the integrity of mammalian genomes, DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) are arguably the most dangerous, since even a single unrepaired DSB can lead to potentially cytotoxic or oncogenic chromosome rearrangements. To counteract these lesions, mammalian cells have evolved a sophisticated DSB response (DSBR) network, requiring the concerted action of dozens of proteins.

The mammalian response to DSBs involves (i) the detection of lesions, (ii) amplification (signaling) of the damage signal, (iii) activation of checkpoints that globally affect cell cycle and metabolism, (iv) remodeling of the DSB-flanking chromatin environment to initiate, facilitate and modulate the assembly of multi-protein complexes ([@B1]--[@B3]) and finally (v) repair, accomplished by two major, mechanistically distinct pathways---homologous recombination (HR) ([@B4]) and non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) ([@B5]). The latter mechanism has been subdivided into the complementary, but mechanistically distinct, classical and alternative sub-pathways ([@B5]).

Most DSBR factors accumulate at or in the vicinity of DSB sites, forming cytologically discernible foci and dissociate after repair is completed. The function and spatial organization of these dynamic structures is not completely understood, but by visualizing and quantifying their assembly and disassembly it is possible to indirectly monitor repair processes. Moreover, when a high concentration of DNA damage is induced in a restricted area of the nucleus, by so-called microirradiation, it is possible to visualize and analyze the accumulation of fluorescently tagged DSBR factors at the damaged area in real-time ([@B6]). The (changes in) kinetic behavior of DSBR factors in response to DSBs can provide valuable information on their involvement in various repair pathways, their interactions with other proteins and the spatio-temporal organization of DSBR in general.

Numerous microirradiation methods have been developed to locally induce DNA damage. Continuous and pulsed lasers with wavelengths ranging from ultraviolet (UV)-B to infrared have been used for this purpose either with or without presensitization with halogenated nucleoside analogs like BrdU or DNA-binding dyes like Hoechst ([@B6],[@B7]). Laser-based approaches induce a wide and poorly characterized range of DNA-damage types, including interstrand crosslinks, 6--4 photoproducts, pyrimidine dimers, abnormal nucleotide modifications, such as oxidation, deamination, or methylation, and single- and double-strand breaks ([@B8],[@B9]). Microirradiation using ultra-soft X-rays ([@B10]--[@B12]), α-particles ([@B13]) or heavy ion beams ([@B14],[@B15]) has also been used to study DSBR in living cells. In contrast to lasers, ionizing radiation mostly induces single- and double-strand breaks ([@B16]), but the complexity of these breaks increases with linear energy transfer of the used radiation type ([@B17]).

All these methods have been applied to visualize and quantify accumulation of dozens of DSBR proteins at damage sites. Some of them have been analyzed in multiple studies, often by independent groups. Systematic interpretation of these data might provide insights into DSB repair kinetics that could be correlated with other biochemical and molecular end points and with the known models of DSBR. However, to our knowledge, such a comprehensive analysis has not yet been attempted.

Here, we explored \>100 different studies that present data on the accumulation of 79 DSBR-related proteins at DNA-damage sites. We extracted, aggregated, normalized and systematically analyzed these data to determine the kinetic parameters governing the assembly of the DSBR machinery. The results of our analysis provide a global perspective on the timing and sequence of DSBR events in mammalian cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Data extraction, processing and analysis {#SEC2-1}
----------------------------------------

The data extraction and processing strategy is depicted schematically in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Two publicly available databases (Google Scholar and PubMed) were queried using various combinations of names of proteins related to DSBR and terms 'repair', 'radiation', 'microirradiation', 'laser' and 'accumulation'. The retrieved articles were scanned for graphs quantifying the accumulation of fluorescently tagged DNA repair proteins at microirradiated sites (i.e. the relationship between fluorescence intensity at the damaged site and time after microirradiation) in living cells. We considered the graphs as suitable for further analysis if ([@B1]) the duration of imaging was sufficient for the fluorescence intensity to (nearly) reach a plateau and ([@B2]) at least four measurement points were available before the fluorescence intensity reached the plateau. Data were extracted from the graphs using the openly accessible WebPlotDigitizer (<http://arohatgi.info/WebPlotDigitizer/app>). Additionally, metadata describing relevant experimental parameters were extracted from the articles ([Supplementary Dataset S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The extracted data were then processed using a custom-written Matlab script in the following steps (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}): Time data were converted to seconds.To compare accumulation kinetics between studies, the lower bound of all intensity data was first normalized to 0 in the following way: In the majority of cases, the original data appeared to have already been normalized to fluorescence intensity (*I*) measured immediately after damage induction and accumulation (fluorescence intensity increase) was apparent already at the next time point, *t*~1~, so that *I*~1~ \> *I*~0~. In those cases, the reported fluorescence intensity at the initial time point (*I*~0~) was subtracted from all intensity data, resulting in the lower bound normalized to 0.In some cases, the fluorescence intensity immediately after damage induction was *lower* than at *t*~0~ (*I*~1~ \< *I*~0~), only to rapidly increase at subsequent time point(s). This is generally caused by photobleaching of the fluorescent tag by laser microirradiation and was not observed when DNA damage was induced, for instance, by ionizing radiation. The ensuing rapid fluorescence increase at subsequent time points is a product of two processes: (1) redistribution of non-bleached proteins from the areas surrounding the microirradiated site; (2) accumulation of proteins at the damage site. Since the speed of the redistribution is dependent on the unknown diffusion speed of each protein, it is not feasible to calculate the contribution of the two processes to the initial fluorescence increase after photobleaching. To normalize data from these experiments, we thus divided all intensity data by the lowest reported relative intensity value. Subsequently, we (1) removed all data points prior to the time when this lowest intensity was reached and (2) subtracted the time required to reach this point from all remaining time data points.Next, we normalized the upper bound of all intensity data to 1. Since not all analyzed studies allowed the accumulation to reach the saturation (plateau) phase, direct normalization of the upper bound of data obtained from such 'prematurely terminated' experiments (by dividing all intensity values by the maximum intensity reached, I~MAX~) would affect the normalized accumulation kinetics. Therefore, the data were first fitted with a theoretical curve in the form of f~(*t*)~ = (1-exp(−*t* / τ)) × *n* ([@B18]), after which all intensity values were divided by the normalization parameter *n*. This produced normalized data that would be upper-bounded by 1 if plateau would have been reached.In some analyzed cases, the start of accumulation was delayed (see for instance 53BP1 in Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), resulting in sub-optimal fits of the first-order exponential equation. One potential solution is to apply a second-order equation ([@B18]). However, because the number of such cases was limited, and because the time resolution of datasets was often not sufficient for such fitting, we instead iteratively determined the relative delay of accumulation by shifting the time component of the data until a maximal goodness of fit (R^2^) was obtained using the first-order equation. Such iteratively obtained fit was better than a fit of a second-order equation in nearly all cases (not shown).After normalization, a single theoretical first-order exponential equation f~(*t*)~ = 1-exp(−*t* / τ) could be fitted to all data. The accumulation speed was defined as the slope of the initial (linear) part of the fitted curve (*S* = 1 / τ). We also calculated the time required for the normalized fluorescence intensity to reach 50% and 95% of its maximal value (*t*~50~ and *t*~95~, respectively). In the cases where accumulation was delayed (see step 4), the measured delay was added to the value of *t*~50~ and *t*~95~ that were calculated from the fit.

![Overview of the data analyzed in this study. (**A**) A table listing all analyzed proteins, ordered per pathway. References to studies that analyzed each individual protein are indicated in brackets. Core factors of each pathway are marked in bold. (**B** and **C**) Statistical overview of the analyzed data, showing the origin, type and line of cells used in the studies (B) and the applied DNA-damage induction methods (C). (**D**) Schematic overview of the data processing procedures. See the 'Materials and Methods' section for detailed description. \* The involvement of these proteins in the indicated DSBR pathways is not well documented in the available literature.](gkx1128fig1){#F1}

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Accumulation of DSBR factors at damage sites has mostly been studied using laser microirradiation and two human cancer cell lines {#SEC3-1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our literature search returned 108 studies ([@B18]--[@B125]) in which the accumulation of 79 individual proteins was quantified in 250 datasets (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Of these studies 84% were performed using cells of human origin, while the remaining focused on mouse (9%) or hamster cell lines (6%) (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Of all analyses performed in human cells, 90% used cancer cells. Of these, U2OS and HeLa represented 85% of cases (58% and 27%, respectively).

In the vast majority of all analyzed studies (95%) various laser microirradiation techniques were applied to induce DNA damage (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Of these, the most frequently used (93%) were laser sources of visible and ultraviolet (UV) light (UVA and UVC), while the other 7% of studies applied infrared lasers. In 54% of these studies, nucleoside analogs (BrdU), DNA-binding dyes (Hoechst) or their combination ([@B7]) were additionally used to enhance damage induction. In the remaining reports, DNA damage was induced using sophisticated particle accelerator installations. In summary, the majority of available data on the accumulation of DSBR proteins at DNA-damage sites have been obtained using only two human cancer cell lines (HeLa and U2OS) and laser microirradiation, often in the presence of sensitizers, to induce DNA damage.

Online interactive application for visualization and analysis of accumulation data {#SEC3-2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To facilitate analysis of accumulation data presented in this study, we created an openly accessible website ([www.dna-repair.live/cumulus](http://www.dna-repair.live/cumulus)) (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), where the results of our analysis can be interactively studied and visualized. The web interface allows the analysis of accumulation data per protein, per study or per dataset. Additionally, it is possible to visualize a number of parameters simultaneously for all proteins or for a selected subset of proteins (e.g. those involved in a single repair pathway) or studies (e.g. those using human cells). The website is periodically updated as new accumulation data become available. Any data submitted by investigators (submission instructions can be found on the website) will also be added to the online database, enabling comparisons between newly generated and existing data. All data used in this study can be downloaded from the website and are additionally included in [Supplementary Materials (Supplementary Dataset S1)](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Overview of the interactive web interface for visualization and analysis of accumulation. (**A**) Data upload/download panel. (**B**) List of all analyzed proteins, of all studies that analyzed each protein (identified by their Pubmed ID) and of all datasets (figures) in each study from where accumulation data were extracted. (**C**) Data visualization panel. The normalized data can be be visualized either directly or as a bar graph showing a number of parameters (t~50~, t~95~, slope) for each protein. (**D**) The data can be filtered using the indicated parameters. (**E**) Panel displaying various parameters of the selected protein/study/dataset and of the exponential fit.](gkx1128fig2){#F2}

The accumulation kinetics of most DNA repair proteins at damage sites follows a similar exponential trajectory {#SEC3-3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine the parameters describing the kinetics of accumulation of proteins at DNA-damage sites, we fitted curves given by first and second-order exponential equations ([@B18]) to the extracted data showing changes in fluorescence intensity (due to accumulation of fluorescently tagged DSBR proteins) at damaged sites over time. In nearly all cases, a better fit was obtained when using the first-order equation: f~(t)~ = 1-exp(--*t* / τ). Accordingly, the average cumulative goodness of first-order fit (expressed by *R*^2^) was much higher than that of second-order fit (not shown). Even in cases when second-order equation provided a better fit, the goodness of fit did not differ substantially between the first and second-order equations (not shown). We therefore choose the first-order equation for further analysis of all data.

The kinetics of accumulation of most DSBR proteins shows considerable inter-study variation {#SEC3-4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To compare the accumulation kinetics of individual proteins, we used the parameters derived from the fitted exponential equations to calculate, from each study, the time required for the accumulation of each protein to reach 50% (t~50~, Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) or 95% (t~95~, [Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) of its maximum, as well as the slope of the initial, linear part of the fitted curve (S = 1 / τ, [Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The latter parameter is independent of the delay in accumulation initiation that was reported in a number of studies, while t~50~ and t~95~ incorporate this delay (see 'Materials and Methods' section for detailed description of data processing). In cases where multiple datasets describing accumulation of a single protein were available in a single study, we first calculated the mean slope, t~50~ and t~95~ from all these datasets. Next, we determined, for each protein, the median t~50~ and t~95~ derived from all studies that reported data for this particular protein. When we ordered these median t~50~ and t~95~ values and slope for all proteins, (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Figures S2 and 3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we made a number of striking observations. First, half of all proteins reached 50% of maximal accumulation in under 30 s and all proteins within 10 min. Second, near-complete accumulation was reached by half of all proteins in under 2 min and by nearly all proteins (90%) within ∼8 min. In the remaining 10% of cases, full accumulation was achieved within 45 min. Third, in cases when multiple studies reported data on a given protein, we generally observed a considerable discrepancy between t~50~ and t~95~ values derived from different studies.

![DSBR proteins are characterized by varying accumulation speeds. (**A**) Accumulation speed, represented as *t*~50~, of all proteins analyzed in this study. The colored squares indicate the involvement of each protein in the indicated DSBR pathways. Core factors are indicated in bold. Black and blue vertical lines indicate datasets originating from studies in human or non-human cells, respectively. Red vertical lines indicate the median *t*~50~ value for each protein, calculated from all studies that analyzed this protein. (**B**) Example of normalized accumulation data, with cell line and irradiation parameters indicated in the legend of each graph.](gkx1128fig3){#F3}

To further explore the latter observation, we selected a number of proteins that had been analyzed in multiple studies for closer inspection. For some of these proteins, the inter-study variability appeared to be relatively small (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). For instance, for APLF and 53BP1, some studies reported a delayed initiation of accumulation, while in most studies the accumulation started immediately after damage induction. In the case of APLF, laser microirradiation was applied by all studies, but results of one of them show delayed accumulation. In the case of 53BP1, the delayed accumulation was reported in a study that used heavy ions to induce DNA damage, while in studies based on laser microirradiation the accumulation appeared to start without delay. For CtBP-interacting protein (CTIP), one of the studies reported a fast accumulation (*t*~50~ = ∼5 s) that differed dramatically from that reported by two other studies (*t*~50~ = ∼300--400 s). Interestingly, all three studies were performed in U2OS cells, but using laser microirradiation with differing laser wavelengths and presensitization methods. The accumulation of BRCA1 reported in a study using mouse embryonic fibroblasts and two-photon laser microirradiation was dramatically faster than in three other studies that used the human U2OS cancer cells (*t*~50~ = ∼25 s versus ∼250--340 s). For the exonuclease EXO1, *t*~50~ ranged between ∼2 and 80 s. In the case of MRE11, accumulation reported in one study differed considerably from that in three other studies (*t*~50~ = ∼140 s versus ∼14--30 s). In contrast to BRCA1, however, the kinetics reported in mouse embryonic fibroblasts was similar to that in U2OS cells. For XRCC1, varying accumulation speeds have been reported (*t*~50~ = ∼4--180 s), with two studies in hamster cells showing relatively fast kinetics (*t*~50~ = 15--31 s), similar to a number of studies in human cells.

For a more general illustration of variation in the reported accumulation data, we analyzed the distribution of *t*~50~ values for proteins included in at least two independent studies. We found a relatively large normalized standard deviation of *t*~50~ values (59% of the mean) obtained from the individual studies. Thus, while our analysis shows that the accumulation data are robust for many DSBR proteins, it also reveals considerable inter-study variation for some of these factors.

DSBR pathways are characterized by distinct accumulation kinetics {#SEC3-5}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

To attain a broader perspective on the temporal organization of DSBR, we assigned all proteins to four categories: (i) signaling, (ii) chromatin remodeling, (iii) HR and (iv) NHEJ (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B2],[@B3],[@B126]--[@B128]). Further, for each pathway we selected a number of 'core' factors (marked in bold in Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), on the basis of their known importance for the functioning of these pathways. A number of proteins (e.g. PARP1, MRE11, NBS1 and BRCA1) were assigned to multiple categories, reflecting their reported involvement in multiple aspects of DNA repair. We then calculated the mean *t*~50~ of all core factors involved in each pathway (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Results revealed NHEJ proteins as the fastest of the DSBR machinery, with the median *t*~50~ of core factors ∼10 s. Core HR and chromatin remodeling factors were generally slower (median *t*~50~ = ∼95 and 35 s, respectively). The accumulation of some HR factors (RPA1, BRCA1 and CTIP) was slow, but results also showed a considerable inter-study variation, with *t*~50~ values differing by nearly 20-fold for RPA1 and by ∼80-fold for CTIP (see also the previous section). Proteins involved in DNA-damage signaling showed a wide range of accumulation speeds, from the extremely fast PARP1 (*t*~50~ = ∼2 s) to the relatively slow 53BP1 (*t*~50~ = ∼10 min).

![Proteins involved in different DSBR pathways are characterized by distinct accumulation kinetics. The core factors of each DSBR pathway were ordered by their accumulation *t*~50~. Solid black and blue vertical lines indicate datasets originating from studies in human or non-human cells, respectively. Solid red vertical lines indicate the median *t*~50~ value for each protein. Dashed black vertical lines indicate the mean *t*~50~ of all proteins involved in the indicated pathway.](gkx1128fig4){#F4}

Reconstructing the sequence of DSBR events from the accumulation kinetics {#SEC3-6}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The timing of arrival of proteins to DNA-damage sites should, in principle, reflect their sequential position in the underlying mechanism. We therefore attempted to reconstruct the sequence of events in the various DSBR pathways from the accumulation speed of proteins involved in these pathways, and compared it to the generally accepted models of DNA repair.

PARP1 is considered to be among the first proteins to arrive at the sites of multiple damage types, temporarily marking itself and surrounding chromatin with poly(ADP)ribose chains which, in turn, attract multiple downstream factors, including those involved in single-strand break response and DSBR. The signaling triggered by DSBs specifically involves the MRE11/RAD50/NBS1 (MRN) complex, which activates the Ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM) kinase upon its recruitment to DSBs. ATM phosphorylates a number of targets, including MDC1, promoting its retention in the vicinity of DSBs. Phosphorylated MDC1 attracts RNF8 and RNF168, which coordinate a ubiquitination cascade that promotes recruitment of 53BP1 and BRCA1 ([@B31],[@B129]). This sequence of events is generally reflected by the accumulation kinetics of involved proteins, with the exception of RNF8 which appears to accumulate faster than ATM, MDC1 and NBS1. Surprisingly, MRE11 and NBS1 appeared to accumulate with clearly distinct kinetics (*t*~50~ = ∼25 and 130 s, respectively), even though these proteins are considered to operate in a single complex.

Classical NHEJ (c-NHEJ) is initiated by the KU heterodimer which, together with DNA-PKcs, binds and likely tethers the broken DNA ends ([@B126],[@B130]). This is followed by end processing, either by KU itself ([@B131],[@B132]) or by accessory proteins, including the MRN complex, Werner syndrome ATP-dependent helicase (WRN), Bifunctional polynucleotide phosphatase/kinase (PNKP), Aprataxin and PNK-like factor (APLF), Aprataxin (APTX) and Artemis. The rejoining of processed ends is accomplished by the XRCC4/LigIV complex, with help of XLF and PAXX ([@B133]). Alternative NHEJ (alt-NHEJ) pathway is promoted by the MRN complex and CTIP and mediated by WRN, PARP1 and LIG1 or LIG3/XRCC1 ([@B134]). The accumulation-based sequence of c-NHEJ events does not seem to recapitulate this consensus mechanistic model, since Artemis, PNKP and XLF accumulated slightly faster than KU and LIG4, which were closely followed by DNA-PK, XRCC4 and APLF. However, it should be noted that differences in accumulation speed of all these factors were relatively small. The accumulation speed of factors involved in alt-NHEJ (PARP1, XRCC1, LIG3 and PNKP) was comparable to that of c-NHEJ factors, with accumulation of PARP1 closely followed by LIG3, PNKP and XRCC1.

Early steps of HR involve 5′ to 3′ resection of the DNA ends, initiated by the MRN complex and CTIP, extended by EXO1 and DNA2 and promoted by BRCA1 ([@B135]). The 3′ single-stranded DNA overhangs are then rapidly coated by RPA, which is subsequently replaced by RAD51, with mediation of BRCA2. The RAD51 nucleoprotein filaments control the search for the homologous DNA and invasion of the 3′ overhangs into the template strand. DNA polymerases then copy the missing sequence from the template and after resolution of the heteroduplexes any remaining DNA flaps are removed and gaps filled. Of the few core HR factors whose accumulation has been quantified, BLM and EXO1 were first to arrive at microirradiated sites, with PCNA (considered to control the fate of stalled replication forks), RPA1 and BRCA1 following suit. Surprisingly, with median *t*~50~ = ∼300 s, CTIP appears to be the slowest of core HR factors, although one study did report a very fast accumulation of this protein. It is unclear whether these observations reflect experimental variability or participation of CTIP in early and late steps of HR which could depend on the type of induced DNA lesions.

DSB-induced chromatin remodeling involves changes in chromatin composition and organization, as well as a plethora of protein post-translational modifications, to facilitate and/or regulate repair and signaling activities. Therefore, remodeling does not entail a sequential set of enzymatic reactions that could be defined in terms of a pathway. Rather, various remodeling activities are required at different stages of signaling and repair. This seems to be generally reflected by the accumulation kinetics of core chromatin remodelers, with median *t*~50~ ranging from ∼17 to 50 s (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and median *t*~95~ ∼55 to 220 s ([Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). ALC1 and CHD2, known to interact with and stimulate the NHEJ machinery ([@B57],[@B59],[@B136]), accumulated with kinetics comparable to that of some NHEJ factors. In contrast, accumulation of SIRT7 and ACF1 was slower than of most NHEJ machinery, even though they have also been implicated in this pathway ([@B65],[@B137]). CHD4 and SMARCA5, which assist in damage signaling, accumulated simultaneously with other signaling factors ([@B32],[@B37],[@B60],[@B138]). In summary, our comprehensive and integrated analysis of published accumulation kinetics of DSBR proteins provides a general view on the temporal sequence of signaling, chromatin remodeling and repair events that occur at DSBs.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

Our initial review of accumulation data (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) revealed a number of interesting observations. First, the vast majority of studies used HeLa or U2OS cells, even though other aspects of DSBR are commonly investigated in a broad range of normal and cancer cell lines. As a result, the behavior of repair proteins in normal cells, as well as the differences between normal and cancer cells, remain practically unexplored. This is important, because differences in response of normal and cancer tissues to therapy-induced DNA damage might reveal novel treatment opportunities. Further, only a handful of studies (∼10%) investigated DSBR protein accumulation in mouse cells, even though numerous mutant or KO mouse models of DSBR factors are available. Second, the most commonly used technique for induction of DNA damage was laser microirradiation. More detailed analysis revealed, however, that the setup of these experiments, especially laser wavelength and sensitization method, varied considerably between studies, with few experiments performed using identical configurations. It is increasingly clear that different microirradiation and photosensitization methods produce different spectra and loads of DNA lesions ([@B8],[@B9],[@B21],[@B38],[@B139],[@B140]), which can in turn affect the accumulation kinetics. This conclusion seems to be supported by our subsequent DSBR-wide analysis (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). It is likely that the relatively large variability of reported accumulation speeds observed for many of DSBR proteins is at least in part a consequence of differences in experimental setup (e.g. cell line, presensitization method and laser wavelength or intensity). Unfortunately, based on our meta-analysis it is not feasible to pinpoint the exact source of this variability, as studies that reported data on a given DSBR protein usually differed in multiple aspects of experimental approach, and some important aspects (e.g. DSB load or the functionality of the fluorescently tagged proteins) were not reported. It should be noted that the measured accumulation is a derivative of the abundance of the protein in the cell nucleus relative to its enrichment at the damaged DNA/chromatin. This could be especially relevant when measuring accumulation of proteins that fulfill multiple repair functions which require different molecular concentrations. For instance, a protein that is required in low concentration in early phases of repair might be abundantly recruited in a later phase. Visualization of such proteins at sparsely damaged sites could fail to reveal their involvement in early phases of repair and only reflect their late functions. Moreover, multiple proteins (e.g. PARP1, XRCC1, LIG3 or APLF) are involved in responses to DSBs as well as to other lesions that are likely induced by laser microirradiation. It is thus not feasible to determine whether the reported accumulation kinetics reflects their roles in DSBR or in other repair pathways. Our analysis thus strikes a cautionary note against direct comparisons of data from studies applying different methodology.

Detailed analysis of the accumulation of individual DSBR proteins (see Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and the online visualization tool accompanying this study) revealed that the accumulation generally followed first-order exponential kinetics. Even though one seminal study showed a better second-order fit for 53BP1 and MDC1 ([@B18]), data from other studies that analyzed these proteins were better described by the first-order equations. It could be speculated that the second-order fit, which describes a sigmoidal curve, would require careful monitoring of the early accumulation phase. This, however, may be impeded by the local bleaching of the fluorescent tag due to UV-laser microirradiation. Such bleaching was noticeable in only a handful of studies, which is surprising because most UV microirradiation techniques require a relatively intense laser pulse. The absence of bleaching could be explained if fluorescence intensities were normalized to the intensity measured immediately after damage induction, or if imaging started after the diffusion-driven recovery of fluorescence.

In the vast majority of cases, the accumulation was detected immediately after microirradiation. Among the notable exceptions was the accumulation of MDC1 and 53BP1 when damage was induced by accelerated heavy ions ([@B21]), in which case an accumulation delay, dependent on the applied radiation method, was clearly observed. It is not obvious whether this delay is specific to responses to complex damage, or whether it is simply masked in studies applying laser microirradiation (e.g. due to the previously described bleaching). In any case, it is apparent that (nearly) all components of the DSBR accumulate in unison, albeit with different speeds, which are reflected by the slope of the exponential accumulation curves ([Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Therefore, all components of repair machinery are locally available already in the first seconds or minutes after damage induction. Further, the assembly of most DSBR complexes seems fully accomplished after ∼15--20 min ([Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This is consistent with the notion that the DSBR is a generally fast process, with ∼50% of X-ray induced breaks reportedly cleared within 30--40 min ([@B141]).

Comparing accumulation of proteins involved in signaling, chromatin remodeling, NHEJ and HR (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), we found that NHEJ complexes are among the first to be assembled. This is in agreement with the model where DNA ends are bound by KU, which then either promotes recruitment of other NHEJ factors, with help of 53BP1 and REV1, or is evicted by CTIP/BRCA1, which promote HR ([@B142],[@B143]). The accumulation of proteins involved in the latter pathway was indeed clearly slower. In line with the requirement for DNA resection prior to the assembly of HR machinery ([@B144]), MRE11, EXO1 and BLM were among the fastest of HR factors. Surprisingly, CTIP appeared to be much slower, which is incompatible with its involvement in the repair pathway choice or in the early steps of HR, but one study did report very fast accumulation of this protein, comparable to some of NHEJ factors. Remarkably, the accumulation sequence of major signaling factors, derived from multiple independent studies, mirrored the generally accepted models ([@B3]). Assembly of complexes involved in chromatin remodeling spanned the entire temporal range of DSBR, which agrees with the multi-level, multi-functional and partly non-linear character of this process.

![Schematic representation of DSBR kinetics. The curves represent the changes in the fraction of accumulated core factors (**A**) and all factors (**B**) involved in the indicated pathways, based on their *t*~95~ values.](gkx1128fig5){#F5}

In conclusion, in spite of the relatively large inter-study variability of the published data, the results of our first comprehensive meta-analysis reveal some interesting insights. First, it appears that we know very little about the assembly kinetics of DSBR complexes in normal human cells or in response to clinically relevant DNA damage. Second, the accumulation of nearly 80 individual DSBR-related proteins starts immediately after damage induction, progresses in unison and is mostly completed within 15--20 min. Third, NHEJ factors are among the first to arrive at damage sites, followed by the slower HR machinery, while signaling and remodeling responses include fast, intermediate and slow components. These insights stress the complexity of mechanisms driving the mammalian DSBR and reveal the need for well-controlled, comprehensive studies in normal and cancer human cells.
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